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Freelance Proofreader or Copy Editor focuses on style consistency, fact-checking, 
spelling, sentence structure, and clarity, and may also write headlines and 
subheads. Reviewing materials to ensure that they contain accurate information.

JUNE 2015 – 2022
FREELANCE PROOFREADER - PULSECX

 Improved the way we communicate the stories about our company through 
websites, white papers, presentations, newsletters, social media, and other 
channels.

 Focused on both the details and the big picture&mdash;fixing the smallest of 
errors that have been overlooked while respecting the overall theme and intent 
of the content.

 Used expertise with style guides and language syntax to fix inconsistencies and 
errors in grammar, spelling, punctuation, and design.

 Provided direction and feedback to writers and designers to ensure final content
is aligned with our brand message.

 Oversaw the work of indexers, typesetters and designers.
 Designed layout (increasingly for freelancers).
 Ensured that publications are prepared on budget and to schedule.

2014 – 2015
FREELANCE PROOFREADER - DELTA CORPORATION

 Created artwork briefs to detail the content of illustrations.
 Ensured that illustrations are correctly captioned and referred to in the text.
 Produced or working to a style checklist to ensure consistency in hyphenation, 

capitalisation, formatting of references, etc.
 Maintained awareness of new words or phrases coming into popular usage with 

a view to ensuring theyre appropriate for the readership.
 Discussed and resolving any potentially libellous sections with the 

commissioning editor and author.
 Retrieved articles from archives and rearranging within publications.
 Prepared preliminary pages for the title, contents and preface of a publication.

EDUCATION

Bachelor&rsquo;s Degree
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SKILLS

Reading comprehension, English (or other language) skills.
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